
Prologue 


In 1898. the first prunting which bore tbe characteristic marks of Art Nouveau was 
produced in Hungary. The painting in Lfuestion is the Golden Age by Janos Vaszary 
(plate XXI, Fig. 34), and a1thougb other Hungarian painters suell as Karoly Ferenczy 
and J6zsef Rippl-Ronai had earlier shown tendenc.ies towards an Art Nouveau style, 
Golden Age can be acknowledged as an inaugural piece of work. At the same time it is 
a mature painti ng ill wbich-if we examine both its form aJld meaning-we may under
stand the circumstaJlces and pecu liarities surrounding the birth of Art Nouveau in 
Hungary. 

In the picture. the intertwined forms of two lo\rers stand before a backdrop of bushes 
in a garden furni shed with. an tique statuary receding into the dim background. The 
muscular body of a young Apollonian and the marble-smooth figu re of a veil-clad 
woman emerge from the lower edge of th.e pain ting. Her left hruJd rests in the man's 
palm, while her rigbt reaches toward the sensuously rich censer, strewn to the bri m with 
roses. Yellow ribbons of smok.e rise from the calyces of the blossoming rosebuds. The 
dispassionate calm of tbe statuesque Class.ieist nudes creates an uneasy tension with the 
Romantic setling of the secretive aIJd mystical garden. An opalescent green tonality 
pervades the entire pictOrial surface. An elaborately sculpted surrounding frame is 
actually worked into the picture itself. The frame's gilded ornamentation fo rms an 
intoxicatingly attractive and yet somehow alienating setting. 

The spa tial structure of the composition and the academic treatmeUi of the nudes are 
accomplished in a tradi tional manner; sinIilarJy, there is nothing innovative about the 
handling of colour, which. relies heavily on the play of liglU and shade. Nonetheless, the 
use of th.ese seemingly traditional elementS does not result in an academic or realistic 
work but rather in II fantastic, exotic creation which mingles naturalistic details wilh 
impla usible clements : the splendid m.usculature of the youth is rendered true to llfe, 
whereas the decorative silhouette of the bush behind him is as lifeless as a paper cutOIlI. 
The natural gesture of the embrace is contradicted by the studied artificia lity of the 
censer filled wi th roses, while the canvas. whicb strives for an illusion of spatial depth, 
is surrounded by a frame which is a veritahle showcase of applied art, and which, with 
its affected, sinuous ornamentation and banal heart-shaped motifs, strips all semblance 
of verisimilitude and credibility from the mythologlc.al Golden Age. The suggestive 
emotional power of the picture is much enhanced by the fact tha t the pain ter, quite 
arbitrarily and wi thout regard for the locale and motifs of his subject. chooses one 
dominant colour : an lmnaturally pale and cbilly green, the ligh t of which , emerging from 
the depths, robs all other natural colours of their qualities. 

The various " happenings~ in Vaszary's painting do not exhaust the range of charac
teristies to be found in Art Nouveau. For one thing, the Art Nouvea ll style itself t1Irns 
out to be a heterogeneous concept, with plenty of room fo r tbe inclusion of a deepening 
emphasis on reality and a heavy mysticism, as well as elements both of naturalism and 
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stylization. But th is heterogenei ty is itself already n stylistic feature , at least as regards 
the Secessionist painting of Germany and Auslria. Yet more is a t stake here than mere 
eclecticism; this is something quite different. The new quali ty, the new style manifests 
itself where Classical, Romantic, academic and decorative elements fuse pictorially to 
form a novel enti ty. a new meaning which turnS out to be the vehicle for a whole range 
of formerly unknown moods and intoxica ting aesthetic sensations. And Golden Age 
possesses nearly all of these novelties. 

Numerous stylistic trails of Art Nouveau originate in the fill de sieele attitude that 
mankind is the helpless plaything of un known cosmic forces, and that in this chaotic, 
anxiety-ridden condition, "art is the great longing of the nineteenth century, its ideal, 
its solace, and, at least for a while, the all but supreme standard of existence". ' 
Therefore, the typ ical mind of the age was most susceptible to the experience of art as 
a narcotic, willie the artist of the time did his best to conjure up this narcotic quality 
through sensuous, voluptuous forms. a veritable luxuriance of such a boundless crescen
do of hypertrophied decorations intended to shock the senses, the ornamenta l motifs 
playing, as it were, a spellbinding role. In Vaszary's painting the winding wisps of smoke, 
the sensuous petals of the opUlent roses and especially the fleshy lianas which gently 
interlace on the two sides of the frame, alJ of these cloying, swelling gilt ornaments 
produce an enervating narcotic. Moreover, as if in consequence, this picture presents 
certain other characteristics of Art Nouveau : an international aesthetiCism which at 
times borders on affectation, and a striving for theatrical effect which renders the 
depicted sccne "unlifelike". But these extreme features- no mailer how typical and 
universal they are-sti ll do not reveal much about the form-creating aspect:; of Art 
Nouveau, about the aesthetic discoveries which led to the formation of its decorative 
pictorial approach . Yet it is precisely this dichotomy-the links with a Romantic-Classi
cizing pictoria I mode on the one hand. and the suggestion of new meanings through the 
forms which have a traditional appearance but are employed wi th complete licentious
ness, on the other, which makes this paintiog so typical in an Art Nouveau sense. It is 
the tension arising from this dichotomy, its eclectic chaos, which qualifies it to recall the 
ambience of its epoch. to point out its contradictions, the seemingly impenetrable fabnc 
of its problems. and to come to our aid in the mapping out of those factors which 
determine the human and artistic physiognomy of the turn of the century. 

P ainting and Graphic Art 

I. THE ORIGINS OF ART NOUVEAU 
AND SOCIETY PAINTING 

Romanticism, lllstoricism. Academicism 

If we are prepared to treat Golden Age as our first An Nouveau painting, we might be 
entitled to suppose that its date. 1898, constitutes some kind of landmark in the histo ry 
of Hungarian frne arts, But when we call on the testimony of contcmporary catalogues 
and periodicals, we find that not only did this picture fail to become the inspiration for 
a new movement in the arts, but that in fact it slipped by just about unnoticed in the 
mass of contemporary works. True, Vaszary's picture was exhibited at the 1898 Spring 
Exhibition of the Miicsarnok (palace of Exhibitions), but the work generated no 
response whatever. And even though artistic debates centering around Art N ouveau 
began to flare up as early as the 1850's (primarily in the li terary journals which had early 
on discovered that innovative Art Nouveau spirit which challenged artistic conserva
tism), Vaszary's name is hardly ever mentioned. Ignorus, in his article "Once More 
about Art Nouveau" published in defense of the movement in 1899 in A Her does note 
Vaszary's name, but without any evaluation or indeed any reference to anyone of his 
works. Ignorus, too, lumps together works by artists as diverse as the academic painter 
Bertalan Karlovszky, Rippl-R6nai, Adolf Fenyes, Karoly Ferenczy (whose main con
cern was with atmospheric effects), and Lajos Mark, the society painter with a flair for 
Art Nouveau. 

What then was the situation of painting in Hungary in the years around the birth of 
Goldell Age? How can we explain the cultural and spiritual confusion which gave rise 
to innovative works of the highest order amidst the greatest apathy, and to dissertations 
justifying schools whose determining features had not even become obvious? 

In the eighties and nineties of the last century, academicism was the reigning mode 
in Hungarian art. The three most highly regarded masters of the era were Karoly Lotz 
(1833-1904), Bertalan Szekely (I 835- t910) and Gyula Benczur (1844-1920). The long 
careers of Lotz and Szekely were rooted in national romanticism, although roman
ticism- the use of extravagant or downright exotic themes, a passionate approach to 
painting, and an overheated emotionality-was merely a colouring component, and not 
the essential style of their art. By virtue of their inclinations and accomplishments they 
became outstanding figures of both historical and, to an extent, mythological painting. 
As spirited chroniclers of a historical past, they gained respect for academicism while 
conserving an anachronistic pictorial mode which was ossifying into stereotype. 

Bertalan Szekely was led by his sense of vocation and ethics to be the characteristic 
representative of the J6zsef Eotvos-style of politics in art. He was the kind of artist who 
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